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State ALL your assumptions very clearly. This will carry weightage. 

'Q.l 

Q.2 

[20 Marks) 
An8Wer the following questions: ,. . · 

1) Is it possible for an economy to be ·based entirely on serv~ces? - Explain. 
2) What are the characteristics of services that will be most appropriate for Internet delivery? 
3) Why customer service matters? How do you de.cide a customer worth to your business over 

their lifetime? Enlist three critical questions to evaluate customer worth to your business. 
4) "Service innovations support companies to depart from providing stand-alone products and 

to combine products and services to customized solutions" - Evaluate and Justify the 
statement with suitable examples 

5) Position any SIX services on a 2x2 matrix of Number of customers v/s Degree of 
·standardization. Pick up any two services from the matrix rutd narrate the implications 
associated with strategy development for each one. 

6) . Identify the Service innovation opportunities with each one of the following companies. 
a) After-sales service provider of machining centers 
b) Compressor manufacturer 
c) Manufacturer of office furniture 
d) Manufacturer and system supplier for paper processing 

7) What are the managerial implications of the distinctive characteristics of a service 
operation? -Briefly explain at least FOUR 

8) How service flfills like restaurants, hospitals, insurance, and automobile service center 
outperform their competition using the generic service strategies of cost leadership, 
differentiation and focus? 

9) The de-coupling process should lower costs and increase productivity, but these advantages 
may be off-set by losses in the key competitive strategies of quality, delivery speed and 
flexibility.- Evaluate and Justify the statement with suitable examples 

1 0) Tabulate Input-Process-Output characteristics. of a typical healthcare service. To what 
extent customer participation in the design of health care service is beneficial to both 
custprrler and service provider. Clearly show the demarcation on your Input-Process-Output 
frontier and justify your design considerations. 

[5 Marks) 
Discuss the features of strategic classification of services with interest to 

a) Extent of customization required vis-a-vis application of judgment in service delivery 
b) Extent of demand fluctuations over time vis-a-vis extent to which supply is constrained. 

Analyze your arguments critically and deduce a list of five key features for strategically classifying 
services. Compare the following services against these features in a tabular format. 

1) Hospital 
2) IT services 
3) Airlines 
4) Courier 
5) Automotive/ machinery 



Q.3 ' [5 Marks] 

. The give below is a typical problem of scheduling outpatients and medical operation . 

. . 
"Each outpatient (i-e., "user'~ of a medical clinic is assigned an "appointment time" by the 
· "systemf~. When a certain outpatient i arrives at the' clinic at his appointment time, if the 
physician.· .(i.e.,· the ''facility'~ is still treating those outpatients who. had ·arrived earlier, the 
system incurs a "user idle time"; ·and corresponding to· a .given . "unit user idle time cost" 
(perceived by the system); one can determine ·the assoCiated "user ·idle cost'~ Similarly, if the 
physician has instead finished treating all outpatients preceding- ·Outpatient i before patient i 
arrives, the system incurs a ''facility idle time", and hence a· ''facility idle cost" corresponding 
to a given ''unit facility idle time cost". 

Task 1: 

Task 2: 

Task3: 

Task4: 

Critically evaluate the trade-offs and develop the detailed insights. Enlist any 
THREE· critical insights. 

How would you arrange the appointment time of each of the patients to be 
treated on a given day such that one minimizes the total expected daily cost, 
i.e., the sum of the expected users' idle cost and expected facility idle cost 
forthe day. 

Propose a mathematical formulation or heuristics approach to minimize the total 
expected daily cost. 

If you are interested in conducting sensitivity analyses for the given system -
what are the scenarios you would like to consider for ''what-if' analyses. How 
this will accommodate the trade-off between users' idle cost and facility idle 
cost? - Support your answer with a numerical example. 


